OMS Cost Allocation Principles Committee
Response of the Association of Businesses Advocating Tariff Equity,
the Illinois Industrial Energy Consumers, the Louisiana Energy Users Group
and the Texas Industrial Energy Consumers to the
OMS’s Stakeholder Feedback Request
Question Number 3
November 16, 2020
The Association of Businesses Advocating Tariff Equity (“ABATE”), the Illinois
Industrial Energy Consumers (“IIEC”), the Louisiana Energy Users Group (“LEUG”),
and the Texas Industrial Energy Consumers (“TIEC”) (collectively, “Industrial
Customers”) appreciate the opportunity to provide these comments regarding the guiding
principles for transmission cost allocation to the Organization of MISO States (“OMS”)
in response to the October 13, 2020 request for stakeholder feedback from the OMS Cost
Allocation Principles Committee. These comments respond to question number 3 of the
OMS’s request for feedback.

OMS Question No. 3
What are your guiding principles for cost allocation?

Response of Industrial Customers
Industrial Customers believe that there are two fundamental principles of
transmission cost allocation that were articulated in FERC Order No. 1000 that should be
honored to ensure that the allocation of transmission costs in MISO is equitable and
consistent with cost causation. These two guiding principles are set forth below:
1. The cost of transmission facilities must be allocated to those within the
transmission planning region that benefit from those facilities in a manner that is
at least roughly commensurate with estimated benefits; and
2. Those that receive no benefit from transmission facilities, either at present or in a
likely future scenario, must not be involuntarily allocated any of the costs of those
transmission facilities.1
Proper implementation of these two principles means that the transmission cost
allocation methods applied in MISO should not result in significant misalignments
between the cost allocation of projects and the distribution of project benefits, as
determined through the application of objective and quantifiable benefit metrics.
Moreover, MISO’s cost allocation methods should not result in an allocation of
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Transmission Planning and Cost Allocation by Transmission Owning and Operating Public Utilities, 136
FERC ¶ 61,051 (July 21, 2011) (“Order 1000”) at 447 and 455.
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transmission costs to Cost Allocation Zones (“CAZs”) or to Transmission Pricing Zones
(“TPZs”) within its footprint that experience negative benefits as a result of a particular
transmission project, based on MISO’s approved benefit metrics. Such outcomes would
clearly be at odds with the Order 1000 cost allocation principles set forth above.
Failure to honor these two cost allocation principles would result in an inequitable
cost allocation of transmission projects that does not correspond to the distribution of
project benefits within the MISO footprint. Moreover, cost allocation methods that do
not honor these principles would produce distorted cost allocation outcomes that create
inefficient incentives for parties to obstruct new transmission projects, to prevent a
disproportionate allocation of costs to certain portions of the MISO footprint.
Industrial Customers supported the recent transmission cost allocation reforms that
MISO implemented for economic projects because they are consistent with the guiding
principles identified above. In particular, we supported MISO’s proposals to: (i)
eliminate the 20% postage stamp allocation for Market Efficiency Projects (“MEPs”); (ii)
lower the MEP voltage threshold to 230 kV; (iii) allocate 100% of MEP costs based on
the distribution of project benefits; and (iv) add two new benefit metrics to the evaluation
and cost allocation of economic projects.
At the same time, we believe that certain aspects of MISO’s cost allocation methods
for economic transmission projects could be improved to enhance the accuracy of the
cost allocation and to make the allocation more consistent with the distribution of project
benefits.
For example, as discussed in our November 9, 2020 comments to the OMS regarding
transmission benefit metrics, we believe that MISO should continue to explore the
addition of new transmission benefit metrics beyond the three currently approved metrics,
if such metrics are objective and quantifiable. Expanding the number of benefit metrics
would make the cost allocation of transmission projects more accurate and more
reflective of the distribution of the full range of project benefits.
In addition, Industrial Customers have urged in the stakeholder process at MISO and
in proceedings at the FERC, the following items which we continue to support:
First the current cost allocation of economic projects rated between 100 kV and 230
kV entirely to the local TPZ is too narrow and is not reflective of the actual distribution
of benefits for many projects, as shown by MISO’s own analyses. There is no sound
rationale for applying different cost allocation methods to economic projects based on
arbitrary voltage level distinctions, such as the existing difference in cost allocation
between MEPs and sub-230 kV “Other” economic projects. The guiding principles of
cost allocation that are discussed above should be honored for all transmission projects,
regardless of the project’s voltage level.
Second, MISO’s current approach of performing the Adjusted Production Cost
(“APC”) benefits allocation at the CAZ level and then sub-allocating these costs to TPZs
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on a load ratio share basis, is too restrictive. This approach assumes that all TPZs within
the benefitting CAZs receive a load ratio share of the benefits for each project. However,
this assumed TPZ benefit distribution is not necessarily consistent with the actual
distribution of project benefits at the TPZ level for all projects. MISO has the modeling
capability to calculate the distribution of APC benefits at the TPZ level. Therefore, we
support application of the modeling capabilities in a manner that would permit a more
granular allocation of transmission project costs based on the distribution of APC project
benefits down to the TPZ level. We acknowledge that MISO has addressed these
granularity concerns to some extent through the creation of more geographically compact
CAZs for Entergy Texas and for Entergy New Orleans. Nevertheless, this issue remains
a concern in the case of other, larger CAZs that contains multiple TPZs.
If you have any questions or concerns regarding these comments, please do not
hesitate to contact:
Jim Dauphinais, Brubaker and Associates, Inc. (Consultant to ABATE, IIEC, LEUG and
TIEC)
jdauphinais@consultbai.com
(636) 898-6725

Ali Al-Jabir, Brubaker and Associates, Inc. (Consultant to ABATE, IIEC, LEUG and
TIEC)
aaljabir@consultbai.com
(361) 994-1767
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Feedback to OMS Cost Allocation Principles Committee Q3 submitted on behalf of Ameren, ITC
Holdings, MidAmerican Energy Company and Xcel Energy
Objectives
Cost allocation should be designed with two primary objectives:
•
•

Costs should be allocated to beneficiaries proportional to benefits
Quantifiable metrics should be used to identify benefits and beneficiaries

Focus on Quantitative Benefits. Benefit metrics used to assign of costs of beneficial transmission must
be quantifiable. While quantitative benefits are subject to inherent uncertainty because futures
scenarios and modeling assumptions are estimates, benefit metrics and calculations that have been
agreed upon up front help ensure costs are allocated to beneficiaries roughly commensurate with
benefits. Key to this principle is the recognition that quantitative analysis does not mean “predicted
with one-hundred percent certainty.”
Although quantitative benefits should be used for cost allocation, the identification of qualitative
benefits remains worthwhile as a means of building additional support among stakeholders.
Minimize Free Riding. In Order 890, the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission expressed concern over
free ridership and new transmission investment, and the possibility that customers who do not agree to
support a particular project may nonetheless receive substantial benefits from it.
An ideal framework would minimize the potential for free riding. This is important not only to address
the equity concerns raised by the Commission, but also to minimize the risk of a party having an interest
in delaying the approval of a beneficial project in hopes of achieving a more favorable cost allocation
outcome in the future. For example, if a cost allocation method is developed to equitably share costs of
new transmission with generators, neither Transmission Owners or generators will have the incentive to
delay new transmission or network upgrades in hopes of a better cost allocation down the road.
Notably, the identification of a robust set of quantifiable benefits that includes benefits to generators
can support this objective. Sub-regional cost allocation represents another potential method for
addressing the concerns of those that view regional postage stamp methods as a mechanism for free
riding with respect to achieving state energy policy goals.
Provide Certainty. Cost allocation should be fixed at the time a project is approved. It can be tempting
to argue that the promise of subsequent reallocation might reduce opposition to transmission
expansion, but the outcome would more likely be exactly the opposite.
In the absence of cost responsibility certainty, any stakeholder might feel compelled to oppose a
beneficial project solely on the basis that costs might be re-allocated at a future date in a way with
which that stakeholder disagrees. As such, after-the-fact cost reallocation would create substantial new
barriers to the approval of beneficial projects. Further, for those projects that do get approved, the
ongoing administrative burden associated with recalculating benefits and adjudicating the inevitable
disputes tied to such changes would be costly and time-consuming.

Clean Grid Alliance and American Wind Energy Association
Response to Question #3 from the OMS Cost Allocation Principles Committee
Clean Grid Alliance (CGA) and the American Wind Energy Association (AWEA) appreciate the opportunity to
provide feedback to the Organization of MISO States (OMS) Cost Allocation Principles Committee regarding
our guiding principles for MISO’s cost allocation (CA) methodologies. Our principles are set forth below:
Principle 1: MISO’s cost allocation must support and not impede developing the transmission infrastructure
needed to support the generation portfolio shift resulting from market changes, as well as states’, utilities’ and
customers’ carbon and renewable goals.
Principle 2: MISO’s cost allocation should include identification of all benefits and beneficiaries of
transmission additions to the grid.
Principle 3: The criteria for evaluating a cost-effective project should not be overly conservative; otherwise
consumers will not reap the economic benefits of new economic transmission infrastructure. The combined
criteria and benefits evaluation in MISO’s current Market Efficiency Project (MEP) cost allocation violate this
principle, and serve as a near unsurmountable barrier to beneficial projects, because it applies:
• a limited set of benefit metrics;
• benefits measured over only the first 20 years of the expected 40-80 life of transmission assets; and
• a benefit-to-cost ratio of 1.25 (which is the maximum allowed under Order 1000).
Principle 4: New network transmission infrastructure that supports the interconnection of new generation
resources, whether being developed by utilities or developers, should have costs allocated on a “beneficiaries
pay” basis1. Interconnecting generators should pay for generator tie lines and other required local upgrades.
But costs of network upgrades that are shown to bring broader regional benefits should be shared with the wider
set of beneficiaries, including both interconnecting generators and loads.
Principle 5: MISO should apply the same cost-allocation principles and metrics for evaluating new
transmission infrastructure regardless of project type (reliability, economic, public policy, and interconnection,
and to the extent possible, non-transmission alternatives).
Principle 6: Costs of transmission investments allocated to generators must be certain at the time that
generation investment decisions are made; retroactive adjustments would adversely impact the generation
investment business decision process and could result in the construction of uneconomic generation and
transmission.
Principle 7: After a project is placed in Appendix A (and prior to approval of the project), the MISO Board of
Directors may recategorize project types if the costs will be spread more broadly across more beneficiaries. For
instance, MISO’s tariff states that Baseline Reliability Projects and New Transmission Access Projects (which
include GI Upgrades) can be recategorized as MEPs, allowing for broader cost sharing, if the MEP criteria are
met.2

Under FERC precedent, there is not necessarily a distinction between a “beneficiary” and a “cost causer.” Transmission
Planning and Cost Allocation by Transmission Owning and Operating Public Utilities, Order No. 1000, 136 FERC ¶ 61,051
at 391-92 (2011) (citing Illinois Commerce Commission v. FERC, 576 F.3d 470,476 (7th Cir. 2009)) (“[T]o identify all
causes, we must to some degree begin with their effects, i.e., the benefits that they engender and then work back to their
sources. . . The Seventh Circuit states that: [“]To the extent that a utility benefits from the costs of new facilities, it may be
said to have “caused” a part of those costs to be incurred, as without the expectation of its contributions the facilities might
not have been built, or might have been delayed.[“]).
2
Attachment FF III.A.2.j. “If the Transmission Provider determines that a project designated as a Market Efficiency
Project also meets the criteria to be designated as a Baseline Reliability Project and/or a New Transmission Access Project,
the cost of such project shall be allocated in accordance with the Market Efficiency Project allocation procedures.”
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OMS Cost Allocation Principles Committee: Stakeholder Feedback Request
Big Rivers Electric Corporation
City Water, Light & Power (City of Springfield, IL)
Hoosier Energy
Southern Illinois Power Cooperative
November 16, 2020
Question 3
As Transmission Owners in MISO, we appreciate the opportunity to provide feedback on the
questions provided to the RECBWG mailing list on October 13, 2020.
3. What are your guiding principles for cost allocation?
Response:
1) The cost of transmission facilities should be allocated to those within the transmission
planning region(s) that benefit from those facilities, in a manner that is at least roughly
commensurate with estimated benefits.
2) Those that receive no benefit from transmission facilities, either at present or in a likely
future scenario, should not be involuntarily allocated any of the costs of those transmission
facilities.
3) Transmission project costs should be allocated at the time of project approval and should
not be revisited later. In theory, beneficiaries may change over time, but the practical
difficulties of cost reallocation outweigh these theoretical considerations.
4) The postage stamp method of spreading costs via load ratio share is not a remedy for
modeling uncertainty and should not be universally used in cost allocation under the
presumption that “everyone benefits” proportionately to their load. System modeling and
analysis using “with and without the project” scenarios should be used to determine project
beneficiaries to the finest granularity possible.
5) Regional and sub-regional cost allocation methods should be adopted to clarify the
matching of beneficiaries and costs to the finest degree possible. This is especially important
given the size and shape of the MISO footprint; the sheer size of MISO and the North/South
“hourglass” flow constraints make any real footprint-wide benefits unlikely.
6) Transmission project costs are demand-related—the costs do not vary by usage and thus
are not energy-related and should not be allocated based on energy (megawatt-hours). This
is consistent with generally accepted electric cost allocation practices across the country
and at FERC.
Thank you for considering this feedback.

Entergy Response to OMS Cost Allocation Principles Committee Question Q3: What are your
guiding principles for cost allocation?
1. Project costs should be allocated roughly commensurate with the project benefits.
2. This effort to review cost allocation should not become an opportunity to rehash the issues
addressed in the recently approved changes to Market Efficiency Projects (MEPs).
3. The existing project type structure and associated cost allocation should be maintained. If changes
are determined to be needed to address evolving system conditions, then the existing mechanisms
should be evaluated for potential adjustment before new project types or cost allocation methods
are developed. If new project types or cost allocation methods are determined to be needed, then
they should be based on robust engineering analysis that demonstrates both the unmet need and
that costs can be allocated roughly commensurate with benefits. Hypothetical proposed projects
would be helpful in supporting discussions regarding the identification and evaluate cost allocation
methodology options.

ENVIRONMENTAL SECTOR’S RESPONSE TO CAPCOM QUESTION # 3 GUIDING PRINCIPLES
Question: What are your guiding principles for cost allocation?
Principle 1: Transmission expansion needed to support the generation portfolio transformation caused
by market changes as well as states’, utilities’ and customers’ carbon and renewable goals must be
supported by cost allocation rules. MISO’s current cost-allocation regime must not create any barriers
to developing this infrastructure.
Principle 2 : The distinction between “beneficiary” and “cost causer” is without merit because under
Order 1000 beneficiaries are deemed to be cost causers.1 Consequently, cost allocation requires
identification of beneficiaries from the improvements to the grid.
Principle 3: The threshold for declaring when a project is cost-effective should not be overly
conservative otherwise consumers will not reap the benefits new transmission infrastructure can bring.
The current approach is too conservative; specifically, the combination of
1. limited benefit metrics,
2. benefits measured over only part of the asset life (20 years), and
3. benefit-to-cost ratio of 1.25 for MEPs
leaves money on the table. The benefits analysis needs to be broadened to reap the benefits of costeffective transmission.
Principle 4 : Benefit/Cost Evaluations should include new benefit metrics that capture all of the
quantifiable benefits provided by transmission and non-transmission alternatives (“ NTAs”). Without
capturing reasonably accurately the expected benefits, beneficial projects will not be approved and
consumers will not receive these benefits.
Principle 5: Cost-effective new generation projects are abandoned though they would otherwise bring
low-cost generation and other reliability, economic, and public policy benefits to consumers. New
generators (developers and utilities) should pay for their generation tie lines and other required local
upgrades and should also receive pricing signals as to where the most cost-effective locations are for
interconnections. However, well-placed new generators should not have to pay all of the costs for
regionally beneficial lines.
Principle 6: MISO should apply the same cost-allocation principles and metrics for quantifying the
benefits of projects regardless of what types of projects they are.
Principle 7: After a project is placed in Appendix A, the MISO Board of Directors may recategorize
project types if the costs will be spread more broadly across more beneficiaries.
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LS POWER FEEDBACK TO CAPCOM ON QUESTION #3
LS Power appreciates the opportunity to provide feedback to the Organization of MISO States
(“OMS”) Cost Allocation Principles Committee (“CAPCom”) on question #3 of CAPCom’s
stakeholder feedback request.
(3) What are your guiding principles for cost allocation?
The primary guiding principles for cost allocation supported by the Organization of MISO States
(“OMS”) and adopted by MISO must focus on the six generalized cost allocation principles stated in
FERC Order No. 1000. 1
The six regional cost allocation principles required by Order No. 1000 include:
•

•

•

•

•

•

Regional Cost Allocation Principle 1: The cost of transmission facilities must be allocated to
those within the transmission planning region that benefit from those facilities in a manner
that is at least roughly commensurate with estimated benefits.
Regional Cost Allocation Principle 2: Those that receive no benefit from transmission
facilities, either at present or in a likely future scenario, must not be involuntarily allocated
any of the costs of those transmission facilities.
Regional Cost Allocation Principle 3: If a benefit to cost threshold is used to determine which
transmission facilities have sufficient net benefits to be selected in a regional transmission
plan for the purpose of cost allocation, it must not be so high that transmission facilities
with significant positive net benefits are excluded from cost allocation.
Regional Cost Allocation Principle 4: The allocation method for the cost of a transmission
facility selected in a regional transmission plan must allocate costs solely within that
transmission planning region unless another entity outside the region or another
transmission planning region voluntarily agrees to assume a portion of those costs.
Regional Cost Allocation Principle 5: The cost allocation method and data requirements for
determining benefits and identifying beneficiaries for a transmission facility must be
transparent with adequate documentation to allow a stakeholder to determine how they
were applied to a proposed transmission facility.
Regional Cost Allocation Principle 6: A transmission planning region may choose to use a
different cost allocation method for different types of transmission facilities in the regional
transmission plan, such as transmission facilities needed for reliability, congestion relief, or
to achieve Public Policy Requirements.

Transmission Planning and Cost Allocation by Transmission Owning and Operating Public Utilities,
Order No. 1000, 136 FERC ¶ 61,051 at PP 586-87 (2011), order on reh'g, Order No. 1000-A, 139 FERC ¶ 61,132,
order on reh'g & clarification, Order No. 1000-B, 141 FERC ¶ 61,044 (2012), aff'd sub nom. S.C. Pub. Serv. Auth. v.
FERC, 762 F.3d 41 (D.C. Cir. 2014).
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The Commission also adopted in Order No. 1000 generalized cost allocation principles applicable to
interregional transmission facilities that largely mirror the regional cost allocation principles. The
six interregional cost allocation requirements include:
•

•

•

•

•

•

Interregional Cost Allocation Principle 1: The costs of a new interregional transmission
facility must be allocated to each transmission planning region in which that transmission
facility is located in a manner that is at least roughly commensurate with the estimated
benefits of that transmission facility in each of the transmission planning regions.
Interregional Cost Allocation Principle 2: A transmission planning region that receives no
benefit from an interregional transmission facility that is located in that region, either at
present or in a likely future scenario, must not be involuntarily allocated any of the costs of
that transmission facility.
Interregional Cost Allocation Principle 3: If a benefit-cost threshold ratio is used to
determine whether an interregional transmission facility has sufficient net benefits to
qualify for interregional cost allocation, this ratio must not be so large cost allocation.
Interregional Cost Allocation Principle 4: Costs allocated for an interregional transmission
facility must be assigned only to transmission planning regions in which the transmission
facility is located. Costs cannot be assigned involuntarily under this rule to a transmission
planning region in which that transmission facility is not located.
Interregional Cost Allocation Principle 5: The cost allocation method and data requirements
for determining benefits and identifying beneficiaries for an interregional transmission
facility must be transparent with adequate documentation to allow a stakeholder to
determine how they were applied to a proposed interregional transmission facility.
Interregional Cost Allocation Principle 6: The public utility transmission providers located in
neighboring transmission planning regions may choose to use a different cost allocation
method for different types of interregional transmission facilities, such as transmission
facilities needed for reliability, congestion relief, or to achieve Public Policy Requirements.

LS Power would also like to highlight the requirement established in Order No. 1000 that the
regional planning process must support the development of more efficient or cost-effective
transmission facilities that meet the transmission needs driven by Public Policy Requirements. 2

2

Id. at P 203.

Montana-Dakota Utilities
Dear MISO Stakeholders –
Over the next two months, the OMS Cost Allocation Principles Committee will be reviewing MISO’s
existing cost allocation methodologies, evaluating benefit metrics, and developing cost allocation
principles. The virtual nature of our meetings and our abbreviated meeting schedule make it
somewhat challenging to provide meaningful opportunities for stakeholder engagement. To that
end, we invite you to share with us your answers to any or all of the following questions:

(3) What are your guiding principles for cost allocation?
Beneficiaries pay and there should be protection so someone isn’t a net loser who only pays without
benefits.

Please provide by NOVEMBER 30 to be included in CAPCom’s 2021 discussions.
If you wish to participate in this exchange of information, please submit your written response(s)
to Kelly Johnson by the dates noted above. Due to the potentially large number of responses and the
relatively short time for committee members to review, we ask that you limit your response to each
question to one page. We hope you will share your insights with us and look forward to your replies!
Thanks,
Sarah Freeman

Karl Kohlrus, P.E.
Planning Engineer
Prairie Power Inc.
3130 Pleasant Run
Springfield, IL 62711
Email: kkohlrus@ppi.coop
Office Telephone: 217-245-6161
Direct Line 217-331-5632
Fax: 217-546-8929
Cellular Phone: 217-891-4870

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail and any files transmitted with it are privileged and
confidential information intended for the use of the individual or entity to which it is
addressed. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, or the employee or agent
responsible to deliver it to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any
dissemination, distribution, or copying of this e-mail or its contents is strictly prohibited. If
you receive this message in error, please notify us immediately and destroy the message and
all copies thereof.

Owners Feedback on CAPCom Question #3

What are your guiding principles for cost allocation?
1. The Owners’ overarching philosophy is that project costs should be allocated roughly commensurate with the
project benefits.
2. The effort of reviewing cost allocation should not become an opportunity to relitigate recent decisions and issues
that were addressed for the changes approved by FERC to Market Efficiency Projects (MEPs) in 2020.
3. The Owners do not support review of cost allocation for projects after cost allocation is determined at the time
of MTEP approval. Setting the cost allocation at the time of project approval provides certainty that is imperative
for stakeholders to support projects. Review and potential reallocation of project costs approved in past MTEP
cycles could result in rate shock where ratepayers suddenly would be responsible for project costs they did not
anticipate when the project was approved. In addition, a policy of continual reviews of beneficiaries would be
administratively burdensome, contentious, and would distract MISO from other responsibilities, including the
cost allocation associated with new transmission needed to facilitate changes in the generating fleet.
4. The existing project type structure and associated cost allocation should be maintained. However, the Owners
are open to considering adding variations to the structure/cost allocation, provided there is robust engineering
analysis to demonstrate both a need for the new structure/cost allocation and provisions for costs to be
allocated roughly commensurate with benefits.
a. In recognition of the timeline MISO has established for the LRTP and new cost allocation discussions,
it may be helpful to use the cost allocation methods that we have today, perhaps with minor tweaks,
as opposed to a complete rehashing of cost allocation methods for the immediate MTEP21 cycle.
5. Cost allocation development cannot be effective solely in the abstract. Some indication of the hypothetical
proposed projects developed in the LRTP is important in order to most productively identify, discuss, and
evaluate cost allocation methodology options.
6. The Owners are divided on the use of a postage stamp cost allocation. Some want to avoid the use of a postage
stamp component for cost allocation for a new project type. Others support postage stamp cost allocation
methodology as a valid and suitable alternative and would also be open to considering a sub-regional postage
stamp (i.e. not the entire MISO footprint) for MVPs or other possible project types.
Owners supporting these comments:
Ameren Services Company (Ameren Missouri; Ameren Illinois; Ameren Transmission Company of Illinois); AEP
Indiana Michigan Transmission Company; American Transmission Company LLC; Arkansas Electric Cooperative
Corporation; Big Rivers Electric Corporation; Central Minnesota Municipal Power Agency; City Water, Light & Power
(Springfield, IL); Cleco Power LLC; Cooperative Energy; Dairyland Power Cooperative; Duke Energy Business Services,
LLC for Duke Energy Indiana, LLC; East Texas Electric Cooperative; Entergy Operating Companies (Entergy Arkansas,
LLC; Entergy Louisiana, LLC; Entergy Mississippi, LLC; Entergy New Orleans, LLC; Entergy Texas, Inc.); Great River
Energy; GridLiance Heartland LLC; Hoosier Energy Rural Electric Cooperative, Inc.; Indiana Municipal Power Agency;
Indianapolis Power & Light Company; International Transmission Company (ITCTransmission; ITC Midwest LLC;
Michigan Electric Transmission Company, LLC); Lafayette Utilities System; MidAmerican Energy Company; Minnesota
Power; Missouri River Energy Services: Montana-Dakota Utilities Co.; Northern States Power Company, a Minnesota
corporation, and Northern States Power Company, a Wisconsin corporation, subsidiaries of Xcel Energy Inc.;
Northwestern Wisconsin Electric Company; Otter Tail Power Company; Prairie Power Inc.; Republic Transmission,
LLC; Southern Illinois Power Cooperative; Southern Minnesota Municipal Power Agency; Vectren Energy Delivery of
Indiana; Wabash Valley Power Association, Inc.; and Wolverine Power Supply Cooperative, Inc.

Northern Indiana Public Service Company LLC (NIPSCO), serving 468,000 electric customers in Northwest Indiana,
appreciates the opportunity to provide feedback to the OMS regarding cost allocation principles that is supplemental to
the majority of TOs. The third cost allocation question that was posed by the OMS is:

3)What are your guiding principles for cost allocation?
NIPSCO generally supports the TO’s comments. One area of difference, NIPSCO believes that costs should be
allocated to beneficiaries, including lower voltage projects. Project benefits should not be ignored due to an arbitrary
voltage threshold. In addition, NIPSCO evaluated historic congestion and finds that the majority of congestion lies

on the lower voltage lines as shown in the data table below.
MISO Footprint
Day Ahead Binding Constraints

2020
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KV
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90724
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% of total
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% of total
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100%
% of Total
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100%
% of Total
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14%
100%
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Below are PPI’s comments
Dear MISO Stakeholders –
Over the next two months, the OMS Cost Allocation Principles Committee will be reviewing MISO’s
existing cost allocation methodologies, evaluating benefit metrics, and developing cost allocation
principles. The virtual nature of our meetings and our abbreviated meeting schedule make it
somewhat challenging to provide meaningful opportunities for stakeholder engagement. To that
end, we invite you to share with us your answers to any or all of the following questions:

(3) What are your guiding principles for cost allocation?

benefit should pay.
DUE NOVEMBER 16

Cost causation. Those who

Please provide by NOVEMBER 30 to be included in CAPCom’s 2021 discussions.
If you wish to participate in this exchange of information, please submit your written response(s)
to Kelly Johnson by the dates noted above. Due to the potentially large number of responses and the
relatively short time for committee members to review, we ask that you limit your response to each
question to one page. We hope you will share your insights with us and look forward to your replies!
Thanks,
Sarah Freeman

Karl Kohlrus, P.E.
Planning Engineer
Prairie Power Inc.
3130 Pleasant Run
Springfield, IL 62711
Email: kkohlrus@ppi.coop
Office Telephone: 217-245-6161
Direct Line 217-331-5632
Fax: 217-546-8929
Cellular Phone: 217-891-4870

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail and any files transmitted with it are privileged and
confidential information intended for the use of the individual or entity to which it is
addressed. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, or the employee or agent
responsible to deliver it to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any
dissemination, distribution, or copying of this e-mail or its contents is strictly prohibited. If
you receive this message in error, please notify us immediately and destroy the message and
all copies thereof.

October 29, 2019
Submitted by Kimberly Dunning, Manager MISO Affairs on behalf of
Steve Rawlinson, Director of Electric Engineering

(3) What are your guiding principles for cost allocation?
Costs should be allocated to those that directly benefit. The cost benefits of the projects identified have
to be closely evaluated to ensure the cost benefit ratio meets the hurdle agreed to by the stakeholder
community.

November 16, 2020

OMS Cost Allocation Principles Committee: Stakeholder Feedback Request
WEC Energy Group Response
Q(3): What are your guiding principles for cost allocation?
A(3): Simply stated, WEC Energy Group’s guiding principles for transmission cost allocation are
beneficiaries pay and cost causers are direct beneficiaries. As with most guiding principles, the devil is in
the details:
Balance Futures Are Required:
Production cost models provide very precise and granular Adjusted Production Cost (APC) savings
but the accuracy of forecasted beneficiaries is heavily dependent on model assumptions. The
development of Futures through the MTEP process and the weighting of those Futures requires
balance across the spectrum of plausible future scenarios. Without proper balance, the APC savings
and associated beneficiaries (and any other metrics used to identify beneficiaries) are not robust,
will not drive policy consensus, and will fail to allocate costs roughly commensurate with benefits.
Consistency Is Necessary:
Consistency and comparability in the cost allocation of different types of projects is fundamental to
a sustainable cost allocation architecture. WEC Energy Group supports consistent voltage
thresholds and cost allocation methodologies for all projects, whether internal to MISO, external to
MISO, or interregional with a neighbor. Currently, the voltage threshold for internal (regional)
Market Efficiency Projects (MEPs) is 230 kV yet the voltage threshold for interregional MEPs with
PJM is 100 kV. There is no logical reason for this complicating disconnect. If a 100 kV or above
interregional project between MISO and PJM or a project wholly within PJM can provide regional
benefits to MISO, it stands to reason that a 100 kV or above project internal to MISO can provide
benefits beyond the local Transmission Pricing Zone (TPZ) in which it resides.
Energy Withdrawal Is a Viable Billing Determinant:
As MISO and stakeholders prepare for an evolving electric system, transmission planning and
expansion is shifting from a “plan and build to reliably and efficiently deliver capacity at the summer
peak” to a “plan and build to deliver energy to load all hours of the year.” In recognition of this
paradigm shift, we support further evaluation of the energy withdrawal billing determinant (such as
that used for MVPs).
Economic-Other Projects Are Elective:
Under the current cost allocation methodology for economic-other projects, we do believe that a
Transmission Owner (TO) and its Network Customers should have the option, rather than the
obligation, to pursue a less than 230 kV (lower voltage) market efficiency transmission project. If a
TO and its captive customers decide to not pursue a lower voltage market efficiency project and
there are benefits to others, those other beneficiaries have the ability to pursue that project
through participant funding.

AMERICAN WIND ENERGY ASSOCIATION AND CLEAN GRID ALLIANCE RESPONSE TO
COST ALLOCATION PRINCIPLES COMMITTEE QUESTION # 4
The American Wind Energy Association (AWEA) and the Clean Grid Alliance (CGA) appreciate the opportunity to respond
to the Organization of MISO States (OMS) Cost Allocation Principles Committee stakeholder request for new cost
allocation proposals. While we recognize that some stakeholders do not think changes to cost allocation are needed at
this point, we also continue to hear from other stakeholders who believe it is necessary to seek a better balance of costs
assigned to benefitting generators and load. Below, please find a proposed concept for cost sharing of Generation
Interconnection (GI) Upgrades and transmission expansion projects in MISO that recognize both load and generators as
beneficiaries of both types of network transmission upgrades. Currently, load pays the cost for regional transmission
expansion projects and generation interconnection (GI) customers pay the cost for network upgrades necessary to
interconnect. While there may be a wide variety of possible cost allocation modifications that would provide a better
balance of cost allocation between load and generators, below is one that we think has potential for further
investigation and offers an opportunity for generators and load to share in the costs of some transmission upgrades
where no such sharing mechanism exists today. We recognize this concept is still high level, and invites legitimate
questions, but we put it forward as a discussion starter and an approach that has potential for broad stakeholder
support. It is important to note that this concept has the support of many but not all of our members.
Jointly-Funded Network Upgrades: This concept modifies and combines two of MISO’s existing cost allocation
methodologies.
(1) GI network upgrades (above some specific cost and voltage) would be evaluated for economic benefits and
eligibility as Market Efficiency Projects (MEPs). (Existing MISO tariffs require this evaluation, but development of
a process for this evaluation has only recently become active in the stakeholder process.)
• Upgrades which meet the 1.25 benefit to cost (B/C) threshold, as well as MEP cost and voltage
thresholds, would be paid for by load using current MEP cost allocation (as is required under current
tariffs).
• Upgrades that fail to meet that B/C threshold would be approved/constructed if the GI customers agree
to contribute the portion of the costs necessary such that load receives a 1.25 B/C on the benefits they
are expected to receive from the project.
(2) Transmission expansion projects would be evaluated for economic benefits and MEP eligibility under current
tariffs/practice.
• Projects that meet the 1.25 B/C threshold would be allocated to load under the MEP methodology, as is
the case under the current tariffs/practice.
• Projects that fail to meet the 1.25 B/C threshold but show some as of yet undetermined level of “strong”
benefits (for example 0.8 or 1.0 B/C) would be evaluated to determine how much new generation
interconnection these projects would help enable. GI customers whose interconnections are enabled by
the MEP would have the option of interconnecting if they agreed to pay the portion of costs necessary
such that the remaining costs assigned to load meet the required B/C ratio.
Under this proposed concept, both load and generators have built-in protections with regards to allocation of the costs
of GI network upgrades and transmission expansion projects. Load is protected because it is only allocated such costs
commensurate with benefits in excess of the 1.25 B/C ratio. GI customers are protected because they would only
contribute to the costs of the upgrade when the interconnection customers determine it makes business sense to do so.
Accordingly, these protections would facilitate the approval of additional transmission that is both economically
beneficial for load and consistent with generators’ business case.
Finally, it is important to note that this proposal does not in any way conflict with the recent changes to the MEP cost
allocation tariffs on (2) and, moreover, would complement the process active in the stakeholder process to ensure GI
network upgrades are evaluated for MEP eligibility, consistent with current tariff requirements.

ENVIRONMENTAL SECTOR’S RESPONSE TO CAPCOM QUESTION # 4 COST ALLOCATION PROPOSAL
Have you designed a cost allocation proposal (either revising the existing methodology or creating a
new methodology) that you would like OMS and MISO to consider?
The Environmental Sector proposes a two-stage approach to cost allocation (CA) efforts for MTEP21 and the
long-range-transmission planning (LRTP).
STAGE 1:
Since MTEP21 will be focused on identifying market-efficiency projects (MEPs), CAPCom and RECBWG should
focus on ensuring that all material benefits are recognized and counted in the MTEP21 evaluation. Hence,
between January and June 20211, CA work should be focused on modifying existing/adding additional benefit
metrics to the MEP.2 MISO recognizes that ”the identification and application of additional benefit metrics
results in an improvement in the alignment of costs allocated roughly commensurate with the benefits
received."3
In his November 16th presentation to CAPCom, Johannes Pfeiffenberger identified additional benefits that are
currently not recognized in MISO’s tariff. These are real benefits and, by ignoring them, projects that would
save consumers money are lost. Given the time constraints, the Environmental Sector suggests that CAPCom
focus on only one or two additional benefit metrics in Q1 and Q2 of 2021, ones that would be the most
meaningful in the MEP analysis. (The Environmental Sector made several benefit-metric suggestions in our
response to Question #24.) While we will likely only have time to consider one or two new metrics for
MTEP21, more benefit metrics should be considered by MISO Stakeholders in the future.
STAGE 2: After benefit metrics are assessed and any necessary Tariff work is completed, we propose that after
Q2 2021, the focus shifts to developing a cost allocation approach that would be applicable to the projects
developed as part of the LRTP. The Environmental Sector proposes two options for Stage 2: a revision to the
Multi-Value Project (MVP) project type, or a universal cost-allocation proposal that would replace all project
types.

1

We are assuming that any new benefit metrics that would apply to MTEP21 would need to be submitted to FERC in mid2021.
2
While several stakeholders indicated in earlier comments to CAPCom that no change to the new MEP cost allocation
methodology should be taken up at this time, it is important to note that the recent MEP cost allocation stakeholder
review process always contemplated more benefit metrics beyond the two that were recently approved. For example,
MISO’s MEP filing at FERC stated that “The Bucket 1 items are the focus of this initial effort and included in this filing.
Review of additional benefit metrics is currently underway in the RECBWG”. FERC Docket ER20-1724, Appendix D, page 4,
See also RECB meeting presentations of February and June, 2019 at
https://cdn.misoenergy.org/20190214%20RECBWG%20Item%2003%20Additional%20MEP%20Benefit%20Metrics318883.
pdf and
https://cdn.misoenergy.org/20190613%20RECBWG%20Item%2002%20Metrics%20Feedback%20(RECBWG002)354430.pd
f.
3
Docket ER-1724, Transmittal Letter page 13, April 30, 2020.
4
https://www.misostates.org/images/stories/meetings/Cost_Allocation_Principles_Committee/Item_3a_Stakeholder_Fee
dback_Question_2_Full_Responses.pdf
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STAGE 2, OPTION A: REVISION TO THE MVP PROJECT TYPE
Because MISO has already announced that the LRTP will not recommend a portfolio, we propose to bifurcate
the MVP project type into “Portfolio MVPs” and “Non-portfolio MVPs.” This paper develops a proposal for the
Non-Portfolio MVP category.
The purpose of the LRTP is to design a grid that accommodates the rapidly transforming generation portfolio5
including the need for geographically diverse intermittent resources and storage. Based on MISO’s
announcements, the LRTP in 2022 and 2023 will likely identify projects that provide multiple benefits including
reliability, public policy, and economic benefits, all the hallmarks of an MVP. Indeed, MISO’s compliance with
FERC Orders depends on having a functional regional planning and cost-allocation process that includes all
three components.6 Currently only one regional project type – the Portfolio MVP – considers public policy
drivers and regional reliability.7
Because MISO has already announced that it will not be developing a portfolio of projects through LRTP, MISO
must create another regional cost allocation methodology that includes public policy (required under Order
1000) and reliability (required under Order 890).8 (If MISO does not create a new regional cost-allocation
approach for public policy and regional reliability projects, then it will be in violation of FERC Orders.) The
Environmental Sector proposes that CAPCom begin with the Portfolio MVP framework9 and determine how it
must be tweaked to remove the portfolio.
The following proposes some ideas on how Non-Portfolio MVPs (NP-MVP) would differ from the Portfolio MVP
type:

5

See MISO Futures Whitepaper at p. 9-11(Apr. 27,2020),
https://cdn.misoenergy.org/20200427%20MTEP%20Futures%20Item%2002b%20Futures%20White%20Paper443656.pdf
(detailing aggressive state and utility carbon emissions plans in the MISO footprint).
6
See Transmission Planning and Cost Allocation by Transmission Owning and Operating Public Utilities,
Order No. 1000, 76 FR 49842 (Aug. 11, 2011), FERC Stats. & Regs. ¶ 31,323, ¶ 203 (“The Commission requires public utility
transmission providers to amend their OATTs to describe procedures that provide for the consideration of transmission
needs driven by Public Policy Requirements in the local and regional transmission planning processes”) ; Preventing
Undue Discrimination and Preference in Transmission Service, Order No. 890, 72 FR 12266 (Mar. 15, 2007), FERC Stats. &
Regs. ¶ 31,241, ¶528 (“In response to the commenters that indicate that regional planning already occurs today as part of
the NERC planning process, we support any such processes, but reiterate that, if they are to meet the requirements of the
Final Rule, they must be open and inclusive and address both reliability and economic considerations”).
7
Order 1000 also requires that public policy be considered within local transmission planning, which presumably means
MISO’s bottom-up process. See Order 1000, ¶ 203. It remains unclear how MISO ensures that public policy is being
considered when the Transmission Owners plan and submit their reliability projects to the SPMs.
8
See Order 1000, ¶558 (“We require that a public utility transmission provider have in place a method, or set of methods,
for allocating the costs of new transmission facilities selected in the regional transmission plan for purposes of cost
allocation”); Order 890, ¶ 557 (“We therefore find that, for a planning process to comply with the Final Rule, it must
address the allocation of costs of new facilities”).
9
See Attachment FF,§ II.C.
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Portfolio
Cost Allocation

Planning Horizon
Size for
transmission and
associated
equipment
Advanced
Transmission
Technologies
Cost
Other Criteria

Benefit Metrics for
Economic Savings

Portfolio MVP (P-MVP)
Yes
Postage Stamp

> 100 kV

Non-Portfolio MVP (NP-MVP)
No
● 100 kV to 345 kV will be allocated based on
beneficiaries within LRZs;
● 345 kV or 500 kV and above will be allocated
regionally based on load-ratio share perhaps
within each LRZ;
● Advanced Transmission Technologies will be
allocated based on beneficiaries within the
LRZs.
20-40 years
Same as P-MVP

Not addressed

Must bring regional benefits to qualify for
regional cost sharing

≥ $20 M

Same as P-MVP

Meet one of following:

Meet one of following:
1. Policy/Laws12: Same as P-MVP, but explicitly

1. Policy/Laws10
2. Economic savings across multiple
pricing zones; B/C Ratio 1.0
3. Solves at least one projected violation
of reliability standards plus at least one
economic-based issue across multiple
pricing zones; also benefits must exceed
costs.11
1. Product Cost Savings
2. Capacity cost savings due to reduction
in losses or PRMs
3. Savings from accelerating long-term
project or deferring or eliminating
projects

state that approved IRPs fall under this
criterion.
2. Economic Savings: Same as P-MVP.
3. Reliability + Economic: Same as P-MVP. We
note that reliability analyses should address
stability issues related to increasing
penetration of inverter-based resources.
Same as P-MVP plus add the new benefit metrics
added to the MEPs: avoided reliability and MISOSPP Settlement Agreement including any
additional ones added in the future.

10

Attachment FF, § II.C.2.a. (“[T]hrough the transmission expansion planning process for the purpose of enabling the
Transmission System to reliably and economically deliver energy in support of documented energy policy mandates or
laws that have been enacted or adopted through state or federal legislation or regulatory requirement that directly or
indirectly govern the minimum or maximum amount of energy that can be generated by specific types of generation. The
MVP must be shown to enable the transmission system to deliver such energy in a manner that is more reliable and/or
more economic than it otherwise would be without the transmission upgrade.”)
11
Attachment FF, § II.C.2.c. (“[M]ust address at least one Transmission Issue associated with a projected violation of a
NERC or Regional Entity standard and at least one economic-based Transmission Issue that provides economic value
across multiple pricing zones. The project must generate total financially quantifiable benefits, including quantifiable
reliability benefits, in excess of the total project costs based on the definition of financial benefits and Project Costs
provided in Section II.C.7 of Attachment FF.”)
12
Order No. 1000, ¶216 (“[T]his Final Rule does not preclude any public utility transmission provider from considering in
its transmission planning process transmission needs driven by additional public policy objectives not specifically required
by state or federal laws or regulations . . . a public utility transmission provider has, and has always had, the ability to plan
for any transmission system needs that it foresees.”)
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4. Any other financially quantifiable
benefit
GIPs

Excluded

DC Lines

Certain DC Lines are excluded, e.g., those
subject to subscriptions and/or those not
turned over to MISO’s automatic
generation control.
Unclear

Incorporation of
Bottom-Up Projects
Frequency of
Planning for NonPortfolio MVPs

Only once in MISO’s history

Also, expand the time-period for quantifying the
benefits over the depreciation period for that
asset. Example, if depreciated over 40 years,
then benefits evaluated over 40 years.
Excluded unless they bring regional benefits. The
generators may need to pay a $/MW charge
towards the upgrades.
Ensure that DC lines that are developed as part of
the LRTP are eligible for regional and/or
interregional cost-allocation
LRTP should also include a robust mechanism for
consolidating the bottom-up projects--which are
typically identified in the SPMs-into larger, more beneficial projects.
Due to the likelihood of continued rapid
transformation, MISO should also commit to
undertaking LRTP on a regular, ongoing basis.

STAGE 2, OPTION B - UNIVERSAL COST ALLOCATION BASED ON BENEFICIARIES PAY
As the Environmental Sector and some others have indicated in previous position papers, a single cost allocation
approach recognizing that all network upgrades have the potential to bring multiple benefits is worth exploring.
Under this proposal, upgrades would not be siloed into different project types for cost allocation, but all projects
would be evaluated to determine the level of reliability, economic, public policy, and interconnection benefits
they bring, and beneficiaries would be charged appropriately. Multiple types of models including, but not limited
to, PROMOD and power flow models would be used to determine what benefits load and generators are
receiving including:
○ economic benefits
○ reliability
○ ability to comply with public policies
○ interconnection/access to markets
○ diversification of resources
○ resilience
○ others?
Based on multiple benefit metrics evaluated, costs would be allocated based on the benefits parties are
estimated to receive; if some benefits are hard to quantify and cannot be directly assigned to a specific party,
then costs related to those benefits would be shared equally. Given the time needed for robust benefits
evaluation, it may be most efficient to limit this cost allocation approach to projects that meet certain thresholds
such as cost, voltage, and/or cost/MW.
***
The Environmental Sector also supports the Jointly Funded Network Upgrade proposal submitted by AWEA and
CGA.
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DRAFT Owners Feedback on CAPCom Question #4

Have you designed a cost allocation proposal (either revising the existing methodology or
creating a new methodology) that you would like OMS and MISO to consider?
The Owners have submitted feedback to CAPCom on benefit metrics and proposed guiding principles
providing our high level thoughts on an appropriate direction for cost allocation. However, we have not
yet designed a cost allocation proposal. It is premature to develop a cost allocation proposal before we
have any sense of the projects that may be developed through MISO’s long range transmission planning
(LRTP) initiative. The metrics used to calculate project benefits and inform cost allocation as well as the
granularity at which they may be applied will depend on the projects developed as well as their
intended purpose (e.g., reduce congestion, solve reliability issues, promote public policies). In fact, it is
too early for OMS, MISO, or stakeholders to develop or consider cost allocation proposals for the same
reason.
MISO has indicated that it is likely that projects arising from LRTP in MTEP21 will use the current cost
allocation in the MISO Tariff, obviating the need for stakeholders to quickly develop a new cost
allocation proposal or refine existing methodologies. It will be easier to judge the ability of the current
Tariff to allocate properly costs of projects developed through the LRTP initiative after we have a better
idea what these projects are. Any decisions made now on cost allocation will be made with incomplete
information. The Owners anticipate robust participation in RECBWG cost allocation discussions, but
caution that we need to proceed in tandem with the MISO timeline for project development and be
thoughtful to get the timing and sequencing correct.
Owners supporting these comments:
Ameren Services Company (Ameren Missouri; Ameren Illinois; Ameren Transmission Company of
Illinois); AEP Indiana Michigan Transmission Company; American Transmission Company LLC; Arkansas
Electric Cooperative Corporation; Big Rivers Electric Corporation; Central Minnesota Municipal Power
Agency; City Water, Light & Power (Springfield, IL); Cleco Power LLC; Cooperative Energy; Dairyland
Power Cooperative; Duke Energy Business Services, LLC for Duke Energy Indiana, LLC; East Texas Electric
Cooperative; Entergy Operating Companies (Entergy Arkansas, LLC; Entergy Louisiana, LLC; Entergy
Mississippi, LLC; Entergy New Orleans, LLC; Entergy Texas, Inc.); Great River Energy; GridLiance
Heartland LLC; Hoosier Energy Rural Electric Cooperative, Inc.; Indiana Municipal Power Agency;
Indianapolis Power & Light Company; International Transmission Company (ITCTransmission; ITC
Midwest LLC; Michigan Electric Transmission Company, LLC); Lafayette Utilities System; MidAmerican
Energy Company; Minnesota Power; Missouri River Energy Services: Montana-Dakota Utilities Co.;
Northern Indiana Public Service Company; Northern States Power Company, a Minnesota corporation,
and Northern States Power Company, a Wisconsin corporation, subsidiaries of Xcel Energy Inc.;
Northwestern Wisconsin Electric Company; Otter Tail Power Company; Prairie Power Inc.; Republic
Transmission, LLC; Southern Illinois Power Cooperative; Southern Minnesota Municipal Power Agency;
Vectren Energy Delivery of Indiana; Wabash Valley Power Association, Inc.; and Wolverine Power Supply
Cooperative, Inc.

Montana Dakota Utilities
Submitted by Nancy Neigum
(4) Have you designed a cost allocation proposal (either revising the existing methodology or creating a
new methodology) that you would like OMS and MISO to consider?
For a new transmission buildout that supports stated carbon reduction targets or objectives, use the
existing MVP cost allocation but weight load differently if the utility or state has a set carbon reduction
target (load without carbon reduction target allocated 1 share of weighting but load with a carbon
reduction targets receives a weighting of 2 or 3) and assign a weighting factor to new generation where
the off-taker is in a different transmission pricing zone or is a merchant facility selling directly to the
market (generation in a transmission owners pricing zone does not receive a weighting factor but
generation in another transmission owners pricing zone or merchant facility receives a weighting factor
of 1 or 2).

Prairie Power Inc.
Submitted by Karl Kohlrus

(4) Have you designed a cost allocation proposal (either revising the existing methodology or creating a
new methodology) that you would like OMS and MISO to consider?
No.

OMS Cost Allocation Principles Committee
Public Service Commission of Wisconsin - December 4, 2020

(4) Have you designed a cost allocation proposal (either revising the existing methodology
or creating a new methodology) that you would like OMS and MISO to consider? Please
provide by NOVEMBER 30 to be included in CAPCom’s 2021 discussions.
The Public Service Commission of Wisconsin (PSCW) appreciates the opportunity to respond
to the invitation incorporated into Question 4 (see above), and respectfully offers the
following proposal.
MISO staff has indicated on several occasions that its Long-Range Transmission Plan (LRTP)
will potentially generate different types of transmission projects. Some may fall into its
existing project categories, with FERC-approved tariff provisions and cost allocation
methodologies, but some may not. Consequently, the PSCW proposal provides the
necessary flexibility to handle this potential variety using a pre-agreed methodology that
will not add delay to the development, evaluation and approval of future LRTP transmission
projects.
1. If an LRTP project emerges that clearly falls within one of the existing FERC-approved
transmission project categories, then that transmission project should be evaluated
according to that project category’s tariff provisions and should apply its cost allocation
methodology accordingly.
2. If an LRTP project emerges that roughly resembles an existing FERC-approved
transmission project category but does not match it exactly, then MISO should consider
and propose those adjustments to the relevant FERC-approved tariff provisions that
would be required in order to properly evaluate the particular LRTP project being
proposed and fairly allocate its costs, using the approved cost allocation principles to
guide it in making those necessary adjustments. The PSCW cost allocation principles
proposed on November 24, 2020 (copy attached) are designed to allow that flexible
guidance to be applied.
3. If an LRTP project emerges that clearly does not match the parameters of any one of its
existing FERC-approved transmission project categories, then MISO should propose, on
a timely basis, the appropriate methodology required to comprehensively evaluate the
proposed LRTP project and allow its stakeholders the opportunity to engage in the
review of the evaluation methodology being proposed. The associated cost allocation
methodology proposed should be guided by the approved cost allocation principles.
These methodologies could then be submitted as tariff revisions to be approved by
FERC.
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October 29, 2019
Submitted by Kimberly Dunning, Manager MISO Affairs on behalf of
Steve Rawlinson, Director of Electric Engineering

(4) Have you designed a cost allocation proposal (either revising the existing methodology or creating a
new methodology) that you would like OMS and MISO to consider?
No. MISO’s cost allocation methodology has been debated extensively in the stakeholder community for
many years. The cost allocation methodology may never satisfy everyone, however, recent
improvements such as removal of the 20% postage stamp provisions moves the allocation methodology
to a point where it is seems equitable to most.

December 4, 2020

OMS Cost Allocation Principles Committee: Stakeholder Feedback Request
WEC Energy Group Response
(4) Have you designed a cost allocation proposal (either revising the existing methodology or creating a
new methodology) that you would like OMS and MISO to consider?
A(4): WEC Energy Group would like to bring to the OMS CAPCom’s attention a recent development in
the Rochester – Wabaco 161 kV economic “other” project approved in MTEP18. The cost of an
economic “other” project is assigned to the local Transmission Pricing Zone (TPZ) in which the project
resides. Despite having benefits to the local TPZ, the Transmission Owner (TO) was not inclined to
undertake the project and assume 100% of the cost because of benefits to others, including generation
interconnection projects. The TO entered the Alternative Dispute Resolution process with the
Midcontinent Independent System Operator (MISO) regarding the project.
On December 2, 2020, the TO posted a public notice that it had entered into an agreement with a third
party to participant-fund the Rochester – Wabaco 161 kV Rebuild Project. WEC Energy Group suggests
that the OMS CAPCom consider a voluntary process, whereby the identified or perceived beneficiaries of
a project such as an economic “other” or a Long Range Transmission Plan (LRTP) project enter into an
agreement to participant-fund the project. A voluntary process, like that successfully applied to the
Rochester – Wabaco 161 kV project, would allow those who identify or perceive benefits from a LRTP
project to participant-fund the project in proportion to those benefits.
Public notice:
https://www.oasis.oati.com/woa/docs/DPC/DPCdocs/Dairyland_Power_Cooperative-RochesterWabaco_161_kV_Rebuild_Status_Update_20201202.pdf

